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Introduction:  The Rosetta has reached its end 

in 30 September 2016 after a successful mission of 

12 years that provided multi-instrumental data about 

three Small Solar System objects, among them the 

asteroid (21) Lutetia and, for 2 years, the comet 

67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. (21) Lutetia is a 

peculiar asteroid of the Main Belt, much probably a 

partially differentiated  object “battered to bits” [1]. 

67P is otherwise a relatively recent (perihelion 

reduced to 1.26 in 1959) Jupiter family comet with 

very “dusty” activity [2]. 
In this study, we gathered images of OSIRIS 

camera, composed of two optical system, narrow-

angle (FOV of 2x2 deg., NAC) and wide-angle 

(12x12 deg., WAC), to reconstruct the 

spectrophotometry, phase reddening and multi-filter 

phase curves of both objects. Our goal is to 

investigate the phase curve morphology at small-to-

intermediate phase angles and how they relate to 

surface features, morphology and optical properties. 

From photometric modeling we can access the 

radiative expression of the average regolith state 

and correlate it with morphology and color to have 

a better comprehension of their composition, soil 

particle size distribution and state of maturation. 
 
Methodology:  We tested several photometric-

topographic  correction models [3] together with 

Akimov [3] and/or simpler Linear-Exponential 

phase functions [4] to obtain the appropriate global 

correction. We also applied an porosity-dependent 

Hapke model [5] for characterizing the surface prop-

erties and retrieving parameters for scientific inter-

pretation. From Hapke modeling, we constructed 

facet-wise high-resolution charts for  normal albedo, 

single-scattering albedo (SSA), asymmetric factor, 

porosity, macroscopic roughness slope and SHOE 

and CBOE amplitude and width. Basin-hopping 

algorithm with BFGS minimizing procedure (Scipy 

Package) was applied to resolve the inversion prob-

lem.   

 

Results: (21) Lutetia and 67P/C-G are examples 

of two extremes of VIS spectrally featureless Small 

Solar System Objects:  

- Lutetia presents a very strong opposition effect, 

broad negative branch and weak phase bluing and 

650-nm normal albedo of 0.19. Multiple-scattering 

CBOE mechanism seems to be  present, largely con-

tributing to radiative effects, indicating a significant 

population of smaller-than-wavelength scatterers. At 

local scale, in the Northern Crater Cluster, we ob-

serve a dichotomy in SSA of 33%, in color and 

Hapke parameters that shows modification in the 

upper regolith in the walls due to impact perturba-

tion [6];  

- 67P/C-G is in the darkest end of the resolved 

objects studied through space missions, showing a 

650-nm normal albedo of 0.065, broad and mono-

tonic phase curve and strong phase reddening that 

changed through season [7, 8]. There is no sign of 

very sharp Opposition Effect, which advocates for 

single-scattering as main radiative mechanism and is 

in-line with dark micro-metric grain sizes collect 

through COSIMA/COSISCOPE instrument [9]. 

Comparison to laboratory phase curves [10] implies 

that sublimated intra-mixture of ice and “dark red 

matter” produces the best match to 67P  albedo, 

while pure Tholin-Carbon mixture approaches the 

phase curve slope. This indicates  a very low per-

centage of ices in general over the surface. Further-

more, comparison of phase curve morphology of a 

specific area of the nucleus points to a relevant 

change before and after perihelion, possibly due to 

air-falling [11]. 
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